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EDMPC
CONFIGURATION  KIT 

FOR DIGITAL AMPLIFIERS
EDM-M*/30

SERIES 30

OPERATING PRINCIPLE

89 820/118 ED

The kit contains the equipment for the configuration
and the diagnostic of digital amplifiers for open loop
proportional valves EDM-M*, series 30.
It includes:
- USB communication cable lenght =  3 m
(micro USB-B male - USB A male),

- Adapter cable for OTG USB2.0 smartphone
(USB A female - USB Micro-B male) 

- Adapter cable for OTG USB3.0 smartphone
(USB A female - USB-C male)

- USB key with EBC software to be installed on a PC 

DESCRIPTION
This kit contains the communication cable and the software needed for the configuration and diagnostic of electronic cards EDM-M* series 30.
The kit also includes two types of adapter cable to connect the communication cable to Android portable devices, for diagnostics through the
App. Anyway, cable connection with the card is always required.
The EBC software allows to load and save configurations via file, to view the set parameters and to modify them; it also offers monitor
windows, diagnostics, oscilloscope tool and EBC configurator User Manual.
The EBC software is constantly updated and can be easily downloaded from the Duplomatic MS website in the SOFTWARE DOWNLOAD
page. The software is compliant with Microsoft OS Windows 7, 8 and 10.  
The app requires Android devices that support OTG function (Usb On-The-Go), and can be downloaded from the Play Store.
On-line registration is required at first access. Once registered the app can even work off-line. The EBC app allows diagnostic and
configuration activities of parameters in USER level.  
Please refer to the Technical Manual of the EDM-M card (89251 ETM) for a complete list of parameters and their settings.

Electronic card reference

1 - IDENTIFICATION CODE

Series number

Interface type 

PCEDM / 30
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REPRODUCTION IS FORBIDDEN.  THE COMPANY RESERVES THE RIGHT TO APPLY ANY
MODIFICATIONS.


